
yARTzee!!! 

            yARTzee is a game of creative prompts. If you are having trouble coming up  

                                                with an idea for a drawing, try this. If can be played by yourself or with others.

            Supplies:

            *3 yARTzee dice (instructions included)

Copy paper, sketch book, whatever works for you

Pencils, markers, crayons colored pencils, whatever works for you

*if you don’t want to make the dice, you can always pull little papers out of 3 different themed bowls, (you need 

to cut up little strips of paper and write subjects on them), just keep all the little subject papers in the correctly 

themed bowls.

Rules:

- Throw the dice (or pull out subject papers out of each bowl)

- Draw a picture using all 3 subjects

- Finish your drawing with color, or maybe pen and ink, or let this drawing inspire another drawing or story!

Making yARTzee Dice:

Supplies:

Cardboard, cereal boxes

Colored paper, paints, markers, crayons, whatever works for you

Big black marker

Tape, white glue, glue stick

Scissors

Instructions:

- Make 3 – boxes, the boxes can really be any size you want to make them (pattern for box is on page 2)

- Color your boxes, with paint, paper, markers, whatever works

- Using a big black marker, label each side of the dice

- Rules for labeling the dice:

- Each dice has a theme, pick one subject word for each side of the theme dice

Example: Dice #1 – animal theme –  cat, rabbit, frog, bird, snake, dog

  Dice #2 – action theme – jumping, flying, cooking, hockey, swimming, biking

  Dice #3 – place theme – ocean, farm, cave, city, forest, sky

You could really get creative with your themes, think about it. What if you had a them called emotions? How 

would you draw silly or sad or scared? What if you had a theme called weather? How would you draw wind? 

Think about it!!!
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Box Pattern

Make your dice out of 
carboard, like a cereal box. 
Tape together tightly on all 
sides.


